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About This Content

!!Update: We added a piano book for 5 tracks including the main theme!!

The Digital Extras of SpellForce 3 contain a PDF artbook and a soundtrack compilation in mp3/flac format.

The artbook features more than 100 pages of beautiful art created by the Grimlore Games art team. Get a behind the scenes
look on how your favorite art was transformed into a magic game moment.

The soundtrack features 50 atmospheric tracks composed by Grimlore Games inhouse composer Bastian Kieslinger in mp3
format. Parts of the soundtrack were recorded by a live orchestra.

Enjoy the music of SpellForce 3 now on your favorite music player.

Includes a bonus mission set before the events of the SpellForce 3 campaign:
You are Sentenza Noria, commander of the elite force of the Queen; the Wolf Guard. It is your mission to recover an artifact
from an ancient, Hybernian city far in Eo’s south - However, you have received word that the rebel mages are already en route

and hunting for the artifact. The artifact cannot fall into the hands of the Rebel Mages.

Soundtrack Track List:

1 - Bastion (2:46)
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2 - Greykeep (2:36)
3 - Angar Arandir (1:12)

4 - This Land of Ours (1:55)
5 - March of Destiny (3:38)

6 - Yria (1:29)
7 - Harbinger of Light (2:11)
8 - Song of the Wight (0:51)

9 - Monument (1:24)
10 - Farlorn's Hope (3:00)

11 - Rest (2:26)
12 - Mountainfall (4:35)

13 - Mulandir (2:50)
14 - Lands of Nortander (2:24)

15 - Forgotten Peace (2:26)
16 - Realm of Leaves (1:25)

17 - Don't Cry, Sister Forest (2:59)
18 - Green Fortress (5:53)

19 - Ianna (1:13)
20 - Nexus (2:16)

21 - City of Everlight (3:29)
22 - Aonir's Blade (1:14)
23 - Black Blizzard (4:06)
24 - Rise of Zarach (2:00)

25 - Red Morass (3:31)
26 - Blood of my Blood (2:07)

27 - Fragile (1:22)
28 - Face the Light (3:49)

29 - Rise Once More (1:42)
30 - Barga Gor (1:24)

31 - Gor (0:48)
32 - Black Ash (1:55)

33 - Shattered Lands (1:38)
34 - You Mean Nothing (3:13)

35 - Uram the Red (1:24)
36 - The Eye (1:11)

37 - Tears of Mire (1:41)
38 - Iron Marsh (1:38)

39 - Sentenza Noria (1:06)
40 - Bitter Still (2:07)

41 - Valley (2:21)
42 - Isgrimm (1:06)

43 - Wandering Dune (1:46)
44 - Desert Horizon (2:10)

45 - Undergast the Weaver (1:34)
46 - Heart of the Forest (2:43)

47 - Morning Glade (2:05)
48 - Fields of the Past (1:24)

49 - Whispering Winds (1:42)
50 - Rohen Tahir (1:29)
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Title: SpellForce 3 Digital Extras
Genre: RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Grimlore Games, THQ Nordic
Publisher:
THQ Nordic
Franchise:
SpellForce
Release Date: 7 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8, Windows 10 (64 bit)

Processor: Intel Core i5 3570, AMD FX-6350

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 660 2GB, AMD Radeon 7850 2GB

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 15 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible Sound card

English,German
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make season 2 damn it!. Lacking most of the basic options you'd expect (resolution, control rebinding etc). Pros
===
- Harmonious visual

Cons
====
- You need to unplug the controller and plug it again every time u start the game. Atrocious.
- The pace is overly frentic.
- The need to simultaneously monitor the incoming attacks and the color bar ruin the immersion.
- Some colors are overly similar, leading to confusion.
- Some colors don't exist, e.g. the enemy color was grey but there was no grey on the color bar.. your ♥♥♥♥ing line tool doesnt
even make the the cursor draw straight.

♥♥♥♥ing imbreds.. The last update happened two months ago and it totally ruined my access to the game. I can't even start it
(64-bit Linux), the official forum leads to 404 - not found and the company homepage doesn't even list the game. They took my
money and ran.. Sorry if there's some English mistakes, I'm doing my best in this one!!

Well,I thought about the game about being a well drawn version of the "Frank Adventures" series from mausland, the trailer
really really reminded me of it,it seemed fun, and it was!

Of course I found some difficult parts,but thanks to the FAQ and guides here I could finish it

I found it really fun,even expecting more places like Frank,but this didn't made me dislike it,I loved the pics as well, clearly
disliked some, but that's per person, you just need to find your type,and do your best ( \u00b4 \u25bd ` )b. Super Fun! intense!
definitely worth the money! played it with gamepad.. Best Carmageddon version to play "sandbox" style, hours of fun!. It's
extremly emotional and it has a lot of sadness and horror in it.
Just finished all possible routes\/endings & unlocking all CGs, I can tell that so far that this game has a lot of impact for being a
visual novel. It's extremly amazing, the graphics are really nice and the soundtrack is very beautiful. There's plenty of diffrent
choices which changes the story somewhat and how the ending will turn out to be, so make sure you save each time you get to
choose, incase you want to load back and try out another choice.

Also even tho there's a lot of good points about this game there is ofc also a few negative points such as there being no actuall
translation to text besides the menu & interface being in english.... everything else is in chinese. But they did say they were
working on getting the rest translated so I'm sure this won't really be a negative point later on.

If you like VN's that are diffrent or simply not like most other VN's (im ref to all these love\/romance\/dating happy VN's) then
this game is for you.
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wow this game needs alot of work seems the devs gave up could be good tho but for now its trash vrc pro is way better. Units
for natives. $2. Not much else to say.. my only regret is not playing this game more before it got molested by jagex. There are so
many poorly done horror games nowadays that it becomes a chore sifting through everything. Episode 1 of Lethe was overall a
breath of fresh air. The atmosphere, visuals, and audio are high quality - all together they provide a very immersive experience
reminiscent of Amnesia: the Dark Descent, SOMA, Among the Sleep, Penumbra, and other titles in that arena. If you're
searching for that kind of horror experience, this may be a good fit for you. In terms of puzzles, they are straightforward and
common sense for the most part. It's just a matter of paying attention to your surroundings and the understanding how you can
interact with objects nearby.

I did have one issue that I was not a fan of. The game's save feature is kind of a chore. You can manual save at these radios but
once you begin progressing and end up dying, you will have to restart at the radio checkpoint. That's normal and well, however,
certain segments of the game can feel tedious due to having to repeat parts over and over.

Otherwise this is a very well made game. I highly recommend it.. Really enjoyed the drawings, graphics and story. All in all a
sweet short sneaking game.. After playing the first level of the story I was suprised by the lack of abilities and it's simplicity. As
such, I booted up a skirmish so I wouldn't have to wait for the story to show me all my abilities. I was shocked at how little this
game offered. After playing each class once I knew everything that this game offered. The combat is simple and it is quite
annoying. Balance is not great (Aztecs are terrible). I had to turn my sensitivity WAY down due to the lack of options entirely.

TLDR This game offers nothing to you beyond 10 minutes of interesting gameplay.
*I got this game for free during their free giveaway on 6/20*. Very nice route and great loco selection, detailing is excellent too.
Routes are a little short and I would not really class it as southwales, since when has Bristol been in Wales? 95% focuses on
Bristol. it should have actually focused on South Wales.

NOW FOR THE BIG BUTS.....

It is full of serious bugs, here is what i have come accross so far :-

Routes not completable as you get stuck at reds lights forever especially around Newport.
Speed limits are missing from the hub or set incorrectly (says 20 on hub when it really is 15 or hub says 40 and it really is 20)
thus you end up speeding.
You cannot move off from a station platform (happens when driving class158 or 175) as there is already another train on same
track sat on the same platform ahead and never moves.
Game freezes on routes regardless of settings or locos used.
When you do manage to get to the end of a route and stop, you wait for the congrats but all you get is an ERROR, your consist
has derailed..... even though you are sat at a platform :\/

I do recommend it because its brilliant but at the same time do not recomemed, I advise people refrain from purchasing until the
bad bugs are fixed, because of this I have to select NO until they fix the bugs.
I will re-review when they are all fixed.. Just barely recommending it. Average VN. Ok voices and art. Story is short and
contains chapters 1 & 2, hence the price. It is post-apoc themed, and despite the appearance of the characters, the tone is quite
mature. The dialogue contains a lot of generic talk. Side note - I found out using game overlay to take screenshots, some images
get totally censored - wtf?!. Fly between those skyscrapers and race against helicopter like Ironman for 6 bucks? Shut up and
take my money.

This game is not as immersive as the metropolis scene in DreamDeck and it's not polished, but the locomotion is so great. Fly in
3D space for 30 mins and feel no motion sickness. I would like to see more VR game based on this kind of locomotion.
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